Beloved Ones of the Light, Esteemed Members of the Elemental Grace Alliance and Our
Intergalactic Extended Families, I Am Mighty Pelleur, The Elemental Director of Earth
and I come to you today to Speak on Behalf of the Elementals of Ether, Earth, Water,
Fire and Air! We come Together, here within this New Alliance as One Voice within this
Greater Family Summit, to discuss and find Resolutions to be able to help humanity
move forward more quickly in their Evolutionary Divine Plan, yet at the same time, not
to step beyond the Divine Charters that are clearly the Foundations Stones for this
Unique Evolutionary Plan; that which will eventually extend far beyond this small but
very Powerful Planet called Earth, of which the Mighty Elementals are the Suppliers of
everything that sustains ALL Life here. For without Us there would be no Planet Earth.
There would be no Solar System, there would be no Galactic Federation, for your Life is
also, as you Know, Governed by Our Mighty Powers as well!
In Our Address to the Elemental Grace Alliance We have made Our Pleas for humanity
to stop living their lives in ignorance and arrogance of the Laws of Nature, We have told
them of Our plights and quandaries, whereby Our Kind have been stretched to the limits
of Our tolerances, yet We continue to Support them in all the distresses that We
endure, because these are Our Charters with God, to provide humanity with what they
choose to create, whether it be good or bad, positive or negative, peaceful or chaotic
unrest! And yet there remains this lack of awareness that continues to allow for such
imbalances.
Yet at the same time being a part of the Elemental Grace Alliance Council, We, The
Directors of the Elementals have All come to the Realization, that the desire of a
minority of unascended human beings saw an opportunity to show us the Greater Love
We have ever received from Humanity ever before. These Dear Souls went to the Prime
Creator and asked to Empower Us further than Our Present Mighty Powers are, by
changing Our Charters with God to Extend them in ways that We could not imagine.
That is, to assist humanity through the Education of Who We Are and How We Function
within the Overall Scheme of God’s Creations. And perhaps where these New Bridges
of Consciousness are constructed, they may extend also, to other Star Nations as was
spoken of in previous Discourses.
What I Am leading up to, is this, as We are the Fulfilment of All Supply to All Life upon
this Planet Earth, this Precious Globe of God Life that you the Galactic Federation Love
so much and Protect. And the requirements of that Supply is very great indeed as part
of Our Mighty Service here. These Supplies will come in many forms to fulfil this Great
Divine Plan, and it will come from many different avenues, it will come through the
assistance of many Beings to bring that Supply Forward. More than that, it will require
the assistance of many Individuals or Beings of Nature, to use that Supply to fulfil the
Divine Plan.

Humanity might think they have all this. And true, they have. But how are they going
to use it alone? Are their physical bodies capable of moving great masses of stone or
wood, or any one particular kind of substance? Are they capable of removing buildings,
cities, vast waste disposal sites, pollution of air, water, earth or fire? Are they capable
of seeing beyond their own mistakes of miscreations? Are they capable of, in fact do
they even wish to see the damages they are doing to this Beloved and Precious Earth
they call home, repaired? The answer is, We are very Grateful they are slowly becoming
aware of all these things and with awareness comes desire and from desire comes
resolution to turn all this around for the Greater Good of All Concerned.
We the Elementals are very simplistic in Our Views and Work; We see what is required
and We within Our Charters with God do Our Work! But since the Elemental Grace
Alliance began, We too, have been introduced more consciously to Our Own
Evolutionary Path beyond what We presently Know, by Beloved God Father Alpha. He
told Us:
“Beloved Elemental Directors, Sylphs, Undines, Salamanders, Gnomes and the many
other forms of the Nature Kingdoms; Beloved Angels and Devas; you all are so much a
part of My Creation and in preparation for this next 2,000-year event to unfold, just like
My Children of Earth, You will all begin to Ascend through New Experiences of your own
and by Your Own Design also. This is not the place to discuss this in any further detail,
but to now answer your question. Dear Aries, The sensations you have just experienced,
are the New Emotions that you will soon embrace much more fully as You and Your
Beloveds move on within My Creations to Ascend Into the Realms of the Angelic Host
and Archangelic Kingdoms, where Emotions that Express My Perfection of Love, Grace,
Compassion, Beauty, Harmony and Power, will become part of Your New Service.
“Let My Words Be Heard; The Human, Elemental and Angelic Host Realms and Kingdoms
are on the Eve of Ascension. Each One is being Over Lighted with Greater Intensities of
My Radiance by Those Above Them and in this Procession of the Equinoxes, using a
familiar term that might give a little understanding for My Earth Children, are soon to
pass beyond the present ‘Rings Passeth Not’ that prevent such transitions. There will be
much more to be said and shared upon this subject and humanity will soon be Graced
with this News to be made public, listen out for it! The Elemental Grace Alliance has
been Created as a platform for this transition, not just for humanity to gain new
awareness, but for those within The Elemental and Angelic Host Realms; All of Whom
are here in this one place at this very moment, Listening, Reading and Absorbing The
New Resonances and Vibrational Frequencies of My Love Substance.” End Excerpt.
We are very aware right Now, that the Maha Chohan is very Present here as Our Over
Lighting Master and through Him, We shall continue with Our Sharing, hopefully,
touching Our New Awareness of God’s Love, Grace, Compassion, Beauty, Harmony and
Power.

We wish to share this for the benefit of Our Galactic Families who are Listening!
Suppose humanity had all of the Supply of everything they required to build as their
Heart’s desire would allow to do these things, would they not require the assistance of
the Beings of the Elements, Sylphs, Undines, Salamanders, Gnomes and the many other
forms of the Nature Kingdoms; Beloved Angels and Devas, held within the Principles
that the Ascended Masters Release and Direct into their construction of physical
machinery and other construction work in the physical world? Would they not require
the assistance of other human beings?
They most definitely would require the Co-Operation and the Harmonious Activity and
Love of the Beings of the Elementals. They would need all the Activities of the Elements
to come to them at the right time and manifest the right Activity to Co-Ordinate and to
protect that which they were calling forth. And in their use of that, they would use
sometimes one Element, sometimes another; and they would need it at the right time
and in the right place. Water is a Blessing, but too much of it in one place is not, and
so with fire, air, earth and ether; so with the Beings of the Elements; so with the
Blessings of Nature.
They will see, when they call forth boundless supply, wealth of every description to give
them unlimited freedom to build whatever is their Heart’s desire and to fulfil the Great
Divine Plan, they are going to need the assistance of other Beings other than
themselves. And that means they will want their assistance through Love in Action.
And if they would Call Forth the Mighty Authority of the Beloved Maha Chohan, Who Is
Our Directing Authority, the Love which He Directs through Us, the Elements, and the
Powers of Nature, then will they have Raised Up to their assistance, many Beings that
they do not know yet, who live upon the Earth, Beings whom their own intellects do
not yet know are part of their lives. That is, except for those Dear unascended human
beings, who have trained, studied and who use the Cosmic Laws to Engage with the
Masters Octave’s to Secure a Mighty Participation with Us, the Nature Kingdoms, Devas
and Angelic Host.
It has been explained herein these Series of Discourses, Dearly Beloved Emissaries of
the Light, that any help that the Galactic Families can give, must only be part of an
interim period and which will not deflect the Evolution of Humanity residing here, away
from the Higher Truths of Who They Are and such things. All that you can do through
technology, We the Elemental and Nature Kingdoms have been doing for trillions of
years throughout the Cosmoses. But not necessarily through Human Projection of
Higher Consciousness. And that is the Focus of Ascension within this Earth Evolution.
There is nothing that you can do with technology that those within the Higher Realms
cannot do through Us and Consciousness alone! Humanity is just now beginning to
Realize this, and should the clean-ups take place that are beyond the aid of helping
humanity see just enough to show them that their Inner Work is stretching them into

the Higher Potentialities of Themselves, it could have a detrimental effect by having
them continue to look outside of themselves for all of their needs!
The Authority of the Beloved Maha Chohan is the One Who draws the Elementals and
Nature Kingdoms together, yet it is humanity who must direct their Invocations and
Projections of needs from within their own Inner Individualizations of the Expressions
of God Life, whenever they wish to use Our Supply which again, in turn, comes under
the Direction of the Maha Chohan Activity. So for Perfection of any sort of Supply,
Human Calls for that Supply must go through the correct channels else miscreation,
with less than Perfection achieved, will continue.
The aim then, is for humanity to make their Calls through Cosmic Law, the Substance of
Light that repels all unnecessary substance and keeps it in its own Divine Place in Perfect
Balance. Can they do this? Yes, this is what the Master Realms do! So if the Masters
can do it, so can the ascending human Souls. The Masters are Life. Humanity is Life.
All Life is One and that Life begins with the Beings of the Elements, the Life in the Powers
of Nature, the Devas and Angelic Host.
If humanity would think more deeply upon the wealth, the abundance, the Supply or
release for which they are calling; and always Demand that it Produces such Perfection,
All requests would be answered with such Victory of the Cosmic Christ Love in their use
of what they need, that no matter where they use or send it in their world, in the
commercial world or in your own private use or to Beautify the planet, wherever they
would Send it Forth, Command it to become a Being of Immortal Love and Light that
Blesses Everything with Love that it contacts. The imbalances presently upon the Earth
would etherealize in ways that would appear as unexplained miracles. Yet those who
send their Calls Forth, would Know the TRUTH of the Perfection of God Life!
To humanity We wish to say! What do you think would be the Force acting from Our
Octaves of Light in any commercial world, in the money channels of the world, if every
human being who touched or projected Light to money, were to Charge the Light and
Love of Immortal Purity into it and Command it to go forth as a Being in its Own Right,
to Produce the Happiness and Perfection of the Divine Plan’s Fulfilment? You would
find, that any miss use of it, would become such that any ill intentions would dissolve
it. It could be the new avenue for the New Light of Perfection! What do you think
money is? What do you think any material thing is? We will tell you; they are ALL
Elementals of God Supply in God’s Life! We The Elementals Supply whatever is needed,
the energies behind the Supply is what uses Us for good or bad, abundance or poverty.
Think about this Dear Heart’s, commodities, machines or technology can be used for
whatever the Energy is behind it that places it into the use of mankind or any other
Higher Forms of Intelligences.
Were you then to command everything to be self-luminous that produces Happiness
and Perfection and Purity in your world, it would be so. So long as no discordant
thoughtforms were imposed upon it, it will take your Command and return to you that

which you gave to it. The World of the Universe around you is doing this all the time.
Life is Constantly Returning to you the Energy you have sent out to Life with exactly the
same qualities that you sent it out. So if you form the habit of Blessing all Supply with
the Love and Authority which the Masters Are, which the Elementals, Nature Beings,
Devas and Angelic Host Are to the Earth, and with the Love and Authority which your
Own Beloved ‘Presence’ of the ‘I AM’ is to Life Everywhere, Commanding It to send
forth Its Quality of Love that Illumines All Substance and makes it a Joy to All Life
because of the Love and Light which you Charge into it; if you send that forth, wave
after wave; if you form the habit of just Flooding It forth with Divine God Perfection,
Our Dear Ones, your Mighty Victory of anything you chose to do would be assured!
I wish to now stand aside as My Divine Consort Beloved Virgo wishes to say a few words
to you all! God Bless You All and thank you for listening.
………………………….
Beloveds, I Am Mother Virgo in This Great Cosmic Power and Authority to the Earth and
it is I who Governs the Structure of Earth itself and Governs a great deal of the
substance within mankind’s bodies. But as My Beloved Pelleur has shared with you,
The Maha Chohan is the One Whose Responsibility it is to bring forth the Great Powers
of Nature and All Their Incredible Blessings in Their Divine Service to mankind
everywhere. These Powers of Manifestation stretch far beyond that which you are yet
to realize, and for those of you who shall Command with your ‘I AM’ Presence, through
your Mighty Calls to receive such Supply through the Maha Chohan, The Elementals,
Nature Beings and Me, you shall be the first to use such manifestations, because you
are the Children of Light Who belong to the Legions of Light! Those Who carry the
Light, will be the first to receive of the Blessings that belong to this New Cycle.
Through the Master’s Octaves, of which you shall belong to with your ‘I AM’ Presence,
there will come many wonderful, beautiful activities through the Powers of Nature and
the Forces of the Elements that shall seem to you and to mankind as if an entire New
World has been created. But that is because that which comes forth to Beautify the
Earth, that which comes forth to serve mankind in the future must carry those forms
that are transcendently Beautiful, and forms that Blaze forth more Light, because
mankind are going to use more Light. They are going to require more Light in the
Activity of Life upon Me in the future. Therefore, you Who Are the Blessings of the Light
are the first Ones to whom these Blessings shall come.
You know Dear Heart’s that nothing has ever been denied you, EVER! Regardless if you
have used it for good or ill, it has been supplied to you. Even though I have been drained
in certain areas of My form and even though humanity continues to do that which is
not kind or beautiful through their ill-conceived thoughts and actions, I remain Gracious
in My Giving! All shall be given unto you just the same! The only difference shall be,
very soon, all Supply shall be charged with a totally different quality that you yourselves
will give unto it! And so We want you all to feel that We want you to have a bountiful

abundance of every good thing; and My Dear Ones, Know that those who Supply you
with that copious abundance in this world is all part of the very Essence that You Are,
All Are Elemental in Nature!
Does not your Supply come through The Maha Chohan and other Masters, the Beings
of Nature and the Powers and Activities of the Elements? Who else provides that for
you? Your Beloved ‘I AM’ Presence! Your ‘I AM’ can give you, direct, Its own Mighty
Supply when your Powers of Precipitation come forth equal to that of the Masters and
Higher Intelligences. But until that time, your Supply must come through the Avenues
of Nature and the use of the Blessings of the Beings of the Masters and the Elementals,
because the Beings of the Elements are not the only Activities within Nature.
Dear Heart’s please understand that when you have before you those tasks of
automatically designing those things that have never been in this world before, your
Radiation Centres for example, or any other creation or form that shall be of Service to
Humanity, the Elementals and Animal and Nature Kingdoms, and yet which will bring
such Joy because of their sheer Beauty, that they will be a Raising Influence and will
Radiate a Raising Energy and Power of Light to all who behold them. And you will come
to find that Beauty is one of the Raising Activities of Our Love, and you could not have
Perfection without it. We shall not bring any of it forth to Gratify any Vanity or Pride or
anything of that sort, but just because Beauty gives such Happiness that you
automatically shall just LOVE IT.
Now whether that Beauty is within form or things, whether it is the Beauty of your
music, words or whether it is the Beauty of Nature, matters not. All Beauty that pours
forth a Spiritual Radiation is a Raising, Powerful Activity to all who behold it. So from
this time forward, when you are Calling Forth Supply for yourselves, your Loved ones,
and those under this Radiation, We would remind you to Call Forth in the Name of your
Beloved ‘I AM’ Presence, and in the Name of the Master’s Authorities over All Supply
to the Earth, all Supply through the Powers, Activities of Nature and the Powers of the
Forces of the Elements, that you Demand the Authority of God’s Love to Magnetize to
you that which you require to Produce Happiness and fulfil the Great Divine Plan with
the Perfection with which it is intended.
May your Love and your Light be the Magnet that draws the rest of mankind up and out
of the darkness, and at the same time draws down into your outer use the Bounteous
Supply which We Love to Give, which you will Love to Use, and which will Lift all in Its
use in fulfilling the Great Divine Plan.
I Am Mother Virgo Who Loves you Unconditionally and Who Wraps you All, in My Divine
Beauty Eternally Free! Thank you for allowing Me to share My Love with You All.

